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Molly Schaller shows how to create a 
necklace with multiple pendants. 
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  Black & Ruby Bling Necklace  

 
 
 

Components: 
MSKU# 93194 1 easy necklace base 
MSKU# 10140150 1 strand ruby Czech 6/0 E bead mix 
MSKU# 10120065 6 4x6mm shiny jet glass rondelles 
MSKU# 10120068 6 6x8mm shiny jet glass rondelles 
MSKU# 10427616 20 3x6mm jet glass faceted rondelles 
MSKU# 10120062 6 10mm jet glass step faceted rounds 
MSKU# 10467358 6 9x12mm jet glass faceted rondelles 



MSKU# 10120036 9 10mm ruby glass step faceted rounds 
MSKU# 10120060 9 10x15mm jet glass faceted oval 
MSKU# 10140120 6 8x10mm red opaque faceted rondelle 
MSKU# 10120064 33 10mm jet ornament cut faceted lentil 
MSKU# 10401756 18 10x25mm jet glass sharp oval  
MSKU# 90254 18 6mm jet faceted rounds 
MSKU# 10465467 3 28x14mm black CZ marquis 
MSKU# 10469397 1 28x14 dark red CZ marquis 
MSKU# 10469366 1 38x22mm black faceted teardrop 
MSKU# 10468865 2 35x9mm pink CZ teardrops 
MSKU# 10428917 13 8mm pink bicones 
MSKU# 10464379 20 4mm ruby rainbow diamond cut cubes 
MSKU# 10464385 10 8mm jet faceted rounds 
MSKU# 10464411 10 8mm ruby A/B v-cuts 
MSKU# 10140127 4 18x35 black wire-wrapped oval 
MSKU# 10443045 129 2” silver headpins 
MSKU# 10442889 28 2” eyepins 
MSKU# 10443011 4 6mm silver jumprings 
MSKU# 10428887 1½” 5x6mm silver-plated chain links 
M. SKU#0005 719 UF 071 1 silver lobster clasp 
MSKU# 10443509 8 #2 silver Beadalon crimp tubes 
MSKU# 10427062 40” .010 Beadalon flexible beading wire 
 
Tools: 
Wire cutters 
Chain-nose pliers 
Round-nose pliers 
Crimping pliers 
 
Instructions: 
Create sharp oval drops 
1. Pass a 2” eyepin through a jet glass sharp oval, leaving about ½” of space between the bead and the eye of the 
eyepin. Make a bend in the eyepin so that the wire conforms to the shape of the oval bead, with the eye of the 
eyepin near the pointed tip of the sharp oval. 
2. Bend the eye so that it is aligned with the point of the bead. Wrap the tail end of the wire around the base of 
the eyepin, securing the bead on the wire. Trim wire ends.  
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each jet glass sharp oval. 
Embellish wire wrapped ovals 
4. Cut the beading wire into 4 10-inch pieces.  
5. Onto a piece of wire slide a crimp tube. Pass wire through the loop of a wire wrapped oval and back through 
the crimp tube. Crimp the tube.  
6. Slide 1 bead from the 6/0 ruby E bead mix onto the wire. Pass the beading wire under the wire of the wire 
wrapped oval. Repeat this step, working your way down the wires along one side of the wire wrapped oval. 
When you get to the opposite end of the bead, slide a crimp tube onto the beading wire. Pass the beading wire 
through the loop at the opposite end of the bead and back through the crimp tube. Pull the wire to hold the ruby 
beads securely on the wire wrapped oval and crimp the tube. Trim excess beading wire. 
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 for remaining three wire wrapped ovals. 
Make headpin drops and eyepin links 
8. Onto a headpin slide 1 10mm jet step faceted round. Make a simple loop. Repeat for remaining 10mm jet 
faceted rounds, all 9x12mm jet faceted rondelles, all 10mm ruby step faceted rounds, all 10x15mm jet faceted 
ovals, 5 8x10mm red opaque faceted rondelles, 20 10mm jet ornament cut lentils, all 6mm jet faceted rounds, all 
8mm pink bicones, all 4mm ruby rainbow diamond cut cubes and all 8mm jet faceted rounds. 
9. Onto an eyepin, slide 1 8mm ruby v-cut bead. Make a simple loop. Repeat for remaining 8mm ruby v-cut 
beads.  
10. Open one loop of the ruby v-cut bead link and slide onto it a sharp oval drop. Close the loop. Repeat for 
remaining ruby v-cut links. 
Assemble the necklace 



11. Unscrew the ball bead of the easy necklace base.  
12. Onto the wire string 3 of the 6/0 ruby E beads, 3 4x6mm jet faceted rondelles, 3 6x8mm jet faceted 
rondelles. 
13. String 1 10mm jet step faceted round drop and 1 3x6mm jet faceted rondelle. Repeat 2 more times. 
14. String 1 9x12mm jet faceted rondelle drop, 1 10mm ruby step faceted round drop, 1 10x15mm jet faceted oval 
drop and 1 3x6mm faceted rondelle. Repeat 1 time. 
15. String 1 8x10mm red opaque faceted rondelle, 1 10x15mm jet faceted oval drop, 1 9x12mm faceted rondelle 
drop, 1 10mm jet ornament cut lentil drop and 1 10mm jet faceted ornamental cut lentil.  
16. String 1 sharp oval drop, 1 10mm jet ornament cut lentil drop, 1 10mm ruby step faceted drop, 1 6mm jet 
faceted round drop, 1 12x14mm black CZ marquis, 1 6mm jet faceted round drop, 1 8mm pink bicone drop, 1 
10mm jet ornament cut lentil drop, 1 sharp oval drop and 1 10mm jet ornament cut 
lentil. Repeat this step 3 more times, replacing the black CZ marquis with a dark red CZ marquis in the first 
repeat, a black CZ marquis in the second repeat and the black faceted teardrop in the third repeat. 
17.  String 1 4mm ruby rainbow diamond cut cube drop, 1 6mm jet faceted round drop, 1 10mm jet ornament 
faceted lentil drop, the top loop of a ruby v-cut link, 1 4mm ruby rainbow diamond cut cube drop, 1 8mm pink 
bicone drop, 1 8mm jet faceted round drop and 1 3x6mm jet faceted rondelle. 
18. String the loop of an embellished wire wrapped oval, ensuring that the wrapped portion is on the right side 
of the bead and repeat step 17 in reverse. 
19. String 1 10mm jet ornament cut lentil, 1 10x15mm jet faceted oval drop, 1 8x10mm red opaque faceted 
rondelle drop, 1 pink CZ teardrop, 1 8x10mm red opaque faceted rondelle drop, 1 10x15mm jet faceted oval drop 
and 1 10mm jet ornament cut lentil.  
20. Repeat steps 17, 18 and 19. 
21. Repeat 17 and 18 two more times. 
22. Repeat step 16 without the repeats. 
23. Repeat steps 12 through 15 in reverse order.  
24. Screw ball into place to hold beads on necklace form. Open a jumpring and attach to it a 1-inch length of 
chain and a ½ inch length of chain. Open a second jumpring and attach it to the opposite end of the ½-inch 
length of chain as well as the easy necklace form near the ball.  
25. Open a jumpring and attach it to the loop of the lobster clasp. Attach a second jumpring to the previous loop 
and the opposite side of the necklace form.  
26. Attach remaining drops to the 1-inch length of chain for decorative dangles. 
 
 
 
 

 
Materials: 
MSKU#10427660 4 4mm jet glass rounds (A) 
MSKU#10427616 20 3x6mm jet faceted glass rondelles (B) 
MSKU#10401726 13 8mm jet glass faceted rounds (C) 
MSKU#10491820 2 12x17mm jet shiny faceted rectangles (D) 
MSKU#10150021 4 9x12mm jet shiny faceted ovals (E) 
MSKU#  2 12x12mm jet shiny faceted rounds (F) 
MSKU# 10140127 3 18x35 black wire-wrapped ovals 
MSKU# 10140150 1 strand ruby Czech 6/0 E bead mix 
MSKU# 10120036 1 10mm ruby glass step faceted round 
MSKU# 10120062 2 10mm jet glass step faceted rounds 
MSKU# 10140120 2 8x10mm red opaque faceted rondelles 
MSKU# 10469397 1 28x14 dark red CZ marquis 
MSKU# 10464379 3 4mm ruby rainbow diamond cut cubes 
MSKU# 10401756 3 10x25mm jet glass sharp ovals  
MSKU#10121118 1 small wrapped toggle clasp 
MSKU#10442887 3 silver 2-inch eyepins 
MSKU# 9 silver 2-inch headpins 
MSKU# 20" Beadalon .018" flexible beading wire 
MSKU# 1 1/2" Beadalon silver French wire 
MSKU# 4 silver #2 crimp tubes 



MSKU# 2 7mm silver jumprings 
MSKU# 30" Beadalon .010" flexible beading wire 
MSKU# 6 #1 Beadalon silver crimp tubes 
  
Tools: 
Crimping pliers 
Wire cutters 
Round-nose pliers 
Chain-nose pliers 
 
Instructions 
Embellish wire wrapped ovals 
1. Unlink the wire wrapped ovals using a pair of chain-nose pliers to avoid damaging the looped links. 
2. Cut the .010" beading wire into 3 10-inch pieces.  
3. Onto a piece of wire slide a #1 crimp tube. Pass wire through the loop of a wire wrapped oval and back 
through the crimp tube. Flatten the tube.  
4. Slide 1 bead from the 6/0 ruby E bead mix onto the wire. Pass the beading wire under the wire of the wire 
wrapped oval. Repeat this step, working your way down the wires along one side of the wire wrapped oval.  
5. When you get to the opposite end of the bead, slide a crimp tube onto the beading wire. Pass the beading wire 
through the loop at the opposite end of the bead and back through the crimp tube. Pull the wire to hold the ruby 
beads securely on the wire wrapped oval and crimp the tube. Trim excess beading wire. 
6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for remaining two wire wrapped ovals. 
Create sharp oval drops 
7. Pass a 2” eyepin through a jet glass sharp oval, leaving about ½” of space between the bead and the eye of the 
eyepin. Make a bend in the eyepin so that the wire conforms to the shape of the oval bead, with the eye of the 
eyepin near the pointed tip of the sharp oval. 
8. Bend the eye so that it is aligned with the point of the bead. Wrap the tail end of the wire around the base of 
the eyepin, securing the bead on the wire. Trim wire ends.  
9. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each jet glass sharp oval. 
Make headpin drops  
10. Onto a headpin slide 1 10mm jet step faceted round. Make a wrapped loop. Repeat for second 10mm jet 
faceted round, the 10mm ruby step faceted round, 2 8x10mm red opaque faceted rondelles, 1 8mm jet faceted 
round and the 3 4mm ruby rainbow diamond cut cubes. 
Assemble the necklace 
11. Open a 7mm jumpring. Onto it slide one of the large wire wrapped oval, 1 10mm jet faceted round drop, 1 
4mm ruby rainbow diamond cut cube drop, 1 sharp oval drop, the dark red CZ marquis, 1 sharp oval drop, 1 
8mm jet faceted round drop, 1 8x10mm red opaque faceted rondelle drop, and the second large wire wrapped 
oval so that the wrapped portions are opposite each other (one is on top; one is on the bottom). Close the 
jumpring.  
12. Open the second 7mm jumpring. Onto it slide the opposite loop of the second large wire wrapped oval drop, 
1 10mm ruby step faceted round drop, 1 4mm ruby rainbow diamond cut cube drop, 1 8x10mm red opaque 
faceted rondelle drop, 1 sharp oval drop, 1 10mm jet faceted round drop, 1 4mm ruby rainbow diamond cut cube 
drop and the loop of the third large wire wrapped oval link.  
13. Cut the .018" flexible beading wire into two 10-inch pieces. Cut the French wire into 4 3/8-inch 
pieces. 
14. Onto 1 piece of beading wire, string 1 #2 crimp tube and a piece of French wire. Pass the wire 
through the loop of the ring portion of the toggle clasp and back through the crimp tube. Crimp the 
tube and trim excess wire. 
15. String ABCBEBCBFBCBEBCBDBCBA. 
16. String 1 #2 crimp tube and a piece of French wire. Pass the wire through the loop of the loop of the 
first large wire wrapped oval and back through the crimp tube. Crimp the tube and trim excess wire. 
17. Repeat steps 14 through 16 attaching the wire to the loop on the bar portion of the clasp and the 
opposite end of the large wire-wrapped oval section. 
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